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At BSP we often come across long established businesses that haven’t
invested in technology significantly in the last 10-20yrs. In technological terms
that’s the equivalent of still drawing pictures on the walls of caves.
So why is it that clearly astute businessmen have failed to embrace the Apple
driven, Google researched, Facebook/Linkedin connected and Alibaba sold
world where everything begins with an ‘i’ or an ‘e’?
The answer – they’re afraid of getting it wrong. For example: Why risk a
trusted and tested sales method only to find that the new technology distracts
sales people from the job at hand, causes additional technological problems,
is costly to implement, or drives customers away due to unnecessary
downtime.
The key to this problem is in the management and implementation of the
technology. Business owners that didn’t grow up in the dot.com era are not
always equipped to solve complex technological problems or supervise IT
professionals adequately to make sure that they’re not making themselves
invaluable for the wrong reason via setting up systems no one can
understand.

	
  

In order to do this companies need to employ not just implementation teams
but independent consultants or experts and these need to be included in the
budget so that companies can do realistic cost benefit analyses.
Even simple solutions can go horribly wrong. Take my lunch queue for
instance. The company recently decided to implement iPads to take orders.
presumably to speed up service, therefore benefitting customers. Through
their app customers can make their orders via a trained employee who inputs
the data and you are given a number that relates to your order. You then pay
at the cashier and wait for your order. Simple enough.
So what’s wrong with the picture above? Yes the queue to order on the left
has decreased…..problem solved……not exactly.
All this appears to have done is create a larger queue on the right of people
waiting for food having paid that’s starting to resemble an occupy central rally.
Not only that but if orders are wrong then the chain is a little harder to unwind
and the staff are rushing to serve impatient customers often cutting corners by
not wearing latex gloves to add ingredients or sloppily preparing food.
I’m not a germaphobe per se but the key point here is that speed is not the
only problem. Would you prefer the maker of airbags in a car to do a quick job
or a good job? Don’t just implement technology to solve one problem look at
the bigger picture.
If this app technology was implemented properly then perhaps they could
open it up to use by customers remotely. This way they could order and pay
from their desks and have the food ready by the time they got there to pick it
up. This could in turn shorten queues potentially freeing up space for tables
etc.
So whether you’re ordering coffee in the morning or grabbing lunch between
meetings technology can help speed up the process but you don’t have to
compromise on customer service and quality of product.
Don’t get stuck in a cave afraid of technology, find a consultant that knows
what he’s doing and incentivize him on performance therefore aligning his
interests with yours. In costs savings alone he’s likely to pay back his fee
when assessing off the shelf options.
N.B. Unsure how to find these independent consultants, BSP can help.
Contact us at info@businesssuccessionpartners.com or find us at
www.businesssuccessionpartners.com

